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LITE ONE SURGICAL 
TIE ON MASK
KIMBERLY CLARK

The Lite One Surgical Tie On
Mask features a protective
three-layer construction for
protection when exposure
to blood or body fluids is
not a concern. It has a
pleated design with a bacterial filtration efficiency
>98 percent. 

50/Box
9329686  Blue [48100]

S3 TIE ON FACE MASK
CRANBERRY

Cranberry S3 Tie On face
masks permit smooth
breathing without
unpleasant moisture
buildup. The cloth-like ties
allow for a safe and secure tie to fit all facial 

FILTRON MASK
3M 

The Filtron mask has a duckbill
off the face construction with
vertical ties and a soft,
breathable inner lining. It is level
2 fluid resistance which provides moderate fluid
protection at 120 mmHg, thus reducing exposure
to blood and body fluids. 

50/Box
0063256 Tie-On [1838]

COM-FIT SUPER 
SENSITIVE MASK
SULTAN HEALTHCARE

Com-Fit Super Sensitive Face
Masks provide excellent
protection for those with sensitive skin. The masks
are latex-free with no inks, dyes, perfumes or
scratchy surfaces to irritate skin. The soft, hypo
allergenic construction provides 99% filtration at
0.1 Micron. 

Earloop, 50/Box
9515087   White [20346]

Tie-On, 50/Box
9515088   White [20344]

COM-FIT EASY 
BREATHE MASK
SULTAN HEALTHCARE

Com-Fit Easy Breathe Face
Masks allow you to breathe
easier while maintaining a
high level of protection. It is made from BREEZE
material which provides up to 250% more
breathability than standard masks. The ultra soft,
latex-free earloops are ultrasonically bound to the
outside layer of the mask to alleviate skin irritation. 

FACE MASKS—
TIE-ON

SURGICAL TIE-ON FACE
MASK
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby’s Surgical Tie-On
Face Masks are
manufactured with a three
ply, lightweight, breathable
material. The horizontal
ties are sonically bonded
to ensure a strong, proper
fit. These surgical masks
are appropriate for use
where there is no exposure to bodily fluids or
blood and they offer a BFE rating of 98%. These
masks are latex free, and offer a comfortable fit
with an adjustable nose clip.

50/Box
9515103   Blue

ULTRA SENSITIVE MASK
CROSSTEX

The Ultra Sensitive Earloop with SecureFit
technology has a fluid resistant outer layer with
white, extra soft, hypoallergenic cellulose inner
layer. It is void of all inks, dyes and chemicals and
will not lint, tear or shred. The Ultra Sensitive
masks are designed specifically for people with
sensitive skin. 

50/Box
3413175    White [GCFCXSSF]
                 
Fog-Free, 40/Box
3413178    White [GCFCXSFSF]

With Shield, 25/Box 
3413179    White [GCPWSSF]

CRITICAL COVER PFL
HEADBAND MASK
ALPHA PROTECH

PFL (Positive Facial
Lock) masks feature an
exclusive Twist-Seal chin
piece which allows a
custom fit to any size
face, reducing potential
for small particles to be
inhaled around the
borders of the face mask. This unique design
virtually eliminates gaps at the border of the mask.

50/Box
9506060  Blue [108]

With Magic Arch, 50/Box
9506124   Blue [608]

ULTRA FOGFREE 
EARLOOP MASK
CROSSTEX

Ultra FogFree Earloop Face
Masks are latex-free with a
unique nonwoven barrier on
inner and outer layers to
prevent fogging. The extra long
aluminum nosepiece and earloops provide a more
comfortable and secure fit. The Ultra FogFree
Earloop masks are ASTM Level 3. 

40/Box
3413126 Blue  [GCFCX]

ULTRA SENSITIVE EARLOOP
MASK
CROSSTEX

Ultra Sensitive Face
Masks with earloops have
a fluid resistant outer
layer with white, extra
soft, hypoallergenic
cellulose inner layer. They
are void of all inks, dyes
and chemicals and will not lint, tear or shred. They
are designed specifically for people with sensitive
skin. The masks are ASTM Level 3. 

50/Box
3413154  White [GCFCXS]

25/Box
3413127  w/ Face Shield [GCPWS]

FACE MASKS—
HEADBAND

Earloop, 40/Box
9515085   Blue [20340]

Tie-On, 40/Box
9515086   Blue [20342]

Face Masks—Earloop • Face Masks—
Headband • Face Masks—Tie-OnDARBY DENTAL SUPPLY 
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